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PREFACE BY THE FOUNDATIONS BEHIND SUITABLE FOR GROWTH
The Suitable for Growth (SfG) project is a joint effort
by The Danish Industry Foundation and The Kata
Foundation.
The starting point of the SfG project is that the
real growth in China and other emerging markets is
not in the premium segment, where Danish industrial companies operate by default. The mid-market
defined by affordable prices and acceptable quality is
where you will often find the booming market. By understanding how to tap into this high growth segment
through increased competiveness, Danish companies
should be able to find new ways of creating value and
employment both abroad and in Denmark.
The inspiration for this initiative comes from the
local companies in emerging markets, who manage
to achieve very high growth rates by an innovative
approach to the mid-market segments in China and
other emerging markets. Their strategy is to develop
affordable products based on in-depth insights into
the context, wishes and needs of the local customers.
This specific approach, which we have coined “Suitable”, has been the inspiration for developing the
Suitable for Growth project.
During almost three years, the SfG project has

followed, inspired and studied six medium-sized
Danish B2B companies as they tried to expand into
the Chinese mid-market. Based on the insights from
observing these companies and other successful
companies operating in China, the project has developed a strategic framework and related cases, tools
and guidelines to support Danish companies wishing
to enter the Chinese mid-market. The results are
described in seven publications: one overall handbook
and a series of six practical guidebooks, covering
specific challenges and solutions to succeeding in the
Chinese mid-market.
The primary target group for these publications
is the medium-sized Danish B2B companies, who are
operating in the Chinese market.
It is the ambition and hope of the Danish Industry
Foundation and The Kata Foundation that the insights
and practical knowledge described in these books can
help Danish companies consider and successfully target
Chinese mid-market customers, thereby increasing
the competitiveness of Danish industry.

Mads Lebech
CEO
The Danish Industry Foundation

Peter Skat-Rørdam
President
The Kata Foundation
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PREFACE
This book is part of a series on how Danish companies
can grow their business in the Chinese market. The
books focus primarily on medium-sized B2B companies
that are already established in China and want to target
the Chinese mid-market further. However, other kinds
of companies in different situations may also find
inspiration in the books.
The books contain the key findings from the
Suitable for Growth (SfG) project, which intensely
supported and closely followed six medium-sized
Danish companies over a period of almost three years
while they tried to penetrate the Chinese mid-market.
(For more information on the SfG project, visit
www.suitableforgrowth.dk.) A range of other Danish
companies in the Chinese mid-market have also been
investigated. The books are based on in-depth understanding of all these companies and provide real and
detailed examples (in some cases made anonymous
due to confidentiality concerns).
One handbook targets top management and provides a strategic overview of the barriers to success and
factors that enable success in the Chinese mid-market.
Another six guidebooks target general managers and
business developers and provide operational guidelines
and practical tools to support these six imperatives:

 everage your core
L
Empower your organization
L
 ower your costs
K
 now your customers
Adapt your solution
Scale your distribution
The hand- and guidebooks are not meant to be
exhaustive on these topics but rather to supplement
other sources with a unique focus on the special working
conditions for medium-sized companies and the
specific nature of the Chinese mid-market. The books
can be read independently and in any order according
to the specific interest of the reader. However, the books
should be treated as a whole, since they constitute a
complete set of elements to be considered when entering
the Chinese mid-market.
The content of this book has been prepared with
the best effort of the authors and developed to the
best of their knowledge. However, the authors cannot
provide any kind of warranty and thus cannot be held
responsible for the results of any particular application
of the provided content.
The project team at Universe Foundation wishes
to express gratitude to The Danish Industry Foundation

for financial support to the SfG program and to all
the companies that have opened their doors to our
curious minds. A special thank-you goes to the following
persons, who have been very helpful in reviewing the
books:
J ens Skovrup, former Senior GM,
Nilfisk-Advance Cleaning Equipment (Shanghai)
E
 sben Dissing-Immerkjær,
Vice President Global Sales, GN Otometrics A/S
Peer Juel Rasmussen, Consultant, Rascon
C
 hristian Overgaard, President, Danfoss China
R
 ikard Hesslevik, Site Manager, FOSS (former
GM in China)
 eter Nørregaard Rasmussen, founder and owner,
P
Asia Base Research
We wish you an insightful experience!
Peter Skat-Rørdam, president
Peter Jyde Andreassen, SfG program director
Thomas Aakjær Jensen, senior innovation specialist
Peter Hesseldahl, senior innovation specialist
曹仰锋 Yangfeng Cao, Ph.D. researcher

This book is also available for download at www.suitableforgrowth.dk
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THE SIX CHINA IMPERATIVES

LOWER
YOUR COSTS

EMPOWER YOUR
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SCALE YOUR
DISTRIBUTION

KNOW YOUR
CUSTOMERS

LEVERAGE
YOUR CORE
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
The night is silent, but still Claus can’t fall asleep in
his comfortable hotel bed in Shanghai. He wonders
why. As a seasoned export director he is used to
traveling and knows how to quickly fall into the
rhythm of foreign cultures and fight jet lag.
Fortunately the meeting tomorrow with their exclusive
Chinese distributor is at lunchtime, so Claus decides
to spend some midnight hours to reflect upon his past
experiences with setting up distribution in China.
Looking back, it seems they did everything right, but
most things went wrong. The contract was constantly
up for renegotiation. Training of salespeople was an
endless effort. The distributor ordered and stocked
products without reporting actual sales, so the Danes
had very little knowledge of what was really going on
in the market. The distributor didn’t cover the regions
of China with the most important customers ... In
short, growth was always just around the next corner.
Today Claus knows that China is unlike any other
market in the world. He would prefer a second chance
to start all over again. But not even this is possible,
because it’s difficult to terminate the contract with
the distributor. Now Claus knows why he can’t fall
asleep!

Just like Claus, you have done everything right. You
have leveraged the core of your business to gain a
competitive advantage in the Chinese mid-market. You
have set up an organization in China with sufficient
freedom to pursue market opportunities. You have
developed suitable solutions with a radically lower
cost. But still your business doesn’t grow at the same
speed as your competitors. What’s missing? The final
key to scaling up and really growing in the Chinese
mid-market is to get the distribution right – that is,
to start small and grow big by reaching out to all the
potential market segments in China.
This guide aims to help you develop a focused
and flexible distribution strategy for the Chinese
mid-market. It suggests four steps:
 earch for and select a distributor
S
and initially set up distribution in China
Efficiently train and continuously motivate
the distributor
Scale up distribution to grow in the
Chinese mid-market
P
 lan to terminate a distributor skillfully
when the time comes

»The distribution
side is the biggest
challenge in a value
chain in China;
not the supply side«
EXPERT
ADVICE

suitableforgrowth.dk
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DEVELOP A DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

Developing a distribution strategy aligned with the
overall China strategy and other influencing strategies is an initial and ongoing activity in distribution
development. As in all other markets, a distribution
strategy depends heavily on the selected market
segments, the targeted market share, the desired
speed of market penetration, the value the distribution adds to the overall value proposition, and so
forth. Thus, even though distribution is treated by
itself in this guidebook, its development must be
integrated with the elements detailed in the other
guidebooks, since they all influence each other.
The process of developing a distribution strategy in
China isn’t different from in other markets. However,
China is a large and dynamic market at a low level of
maturity and with fierce competition that is developing
rapidly, and thus it’s a special situation. The most
important factors that make the Chinese context
special are listed in Table 1, along with the key
implications affecting development of a distribution
strategy and recommended distribution strategies that
follow from each factor.

Distributors in C
hina
have a low level
of
maturity, so only
expect to see su
ch nice
storage at IKEA
.

Generally speaking, foreign companies are best
advised to develop their distribution in China step by
step, focusing on one segment or region at a time,
rather than trying to take all of China at once.

suitableforgrowth.dk
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DEVELOP A DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

strategy is just like
Developing a distribution
ket. Stay focused
walking in a Chinese mar
. Speed up since
and don’t wander around
ere forever.
otherwise you can stay th
.
Be flexible to get around

GUIDELINES

How to develop
a distribution
strategy for China
Follow the same strategy process as in
other markets but favor focus, speed, and
flexibility and take into account relevant
contextual factors (see Table 1).

suitableforgrowth.dk
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CONTEXTUAL FACTORS IN CHINA AND THEIR KEY IMPLICATIONS,
WITH RECOMMENDED DISTRIBUTION STRATEGIES

CONTEXTUAL
FACTOR IN CHINA

GUIDELINES

China covers a large

The infrastructure in

Industries tend to

Companies are

Labor turnover is

geographical area, and

China is developing

cluster geographically

relocating in pursuit

high in China.

many differences exist

very fast with new rail

in China.

of lower labor cost.

across regions.

lines, roads, ports,

Table 1 - A

and such.

KEY IMPLICATION
FOR DISTRIBUTION
STRATEGY

China is many

Regions that initially

Complete value

The geographical

Training of employees,

markets and not just

were considered

chains in B2B indus-

location of customers

both your own and

one market.

difficult to reach in

tries may be found in

is changing.

your distributors’, is a

terms of time and cost

a small geographical

may very quickly

region.

continuous effort.

become within reach.

RECOMMENDED
DISTRIBUTION
STRATEGY

Focus on smaller

Continuously revise

Focus your distribution

Distribution must be

Invest in development

geographical areas

your distribution

in regions with the

flexible to follow

of cost-efficient

and develop distinct

strategy and keep

highest concentration

customers relocating.

training programs like

distribution strategies

reconsidering regions

of customers.

for each.

initially left out from

e-learning.

the reach of your
distribution.
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DEVELOP A DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

CONTEXTUAL FACTORS IN CHINA AND THEIR KEY IMPLICATIONS,
WITH RECOMMENDED DISTRIBUTION STRATEGIES

GUIDELINES

Table 1 - B

CONTEXTUAL
FACTOR IN CHINA

Distributors have a

Business in China is

China is a low-trust

The Chinese market

Competition is fierce

Competition is

lower level of maturity

built upon relation-

society.

is less educated.

in China.

developing very fast.

in China.

ships.

KEY IMPLICATION
FOR DISTRIBUTION
STRATEGY

The total cost of

Distributor will

Contracts are always

The market may not

Everybody can

Factors affecting the

distribution may be

preferably have well-

up for renegotiation.

readily understand a

become your

distribution strategy

substantially higher

established relation-

value proposition.

competitor by

may have changed

than expected.

ships in the targeted

surpassing your

once the strategy is

market segment.

position in the value

implemented.

chain.

RECOMMENDED
DISTRIBUTION
STRATEGY

Support the distributor

Have initial patience

Be careful with

Invest in educating

Make sure the

Develop and

in developing more

with growth and

contracts, in particular

the market.

distributor benefits

implement the

efficient business

invest resources in

delivery and payment

more from being a

distribution strategy

processes.

developing relation-

terms.

partner than a

quickly in smaller

competitor.

steps.

ships.
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Avoid sit
"same be uations of
d, differ
dreams". ent

SEARCH FOR
AND SELECT
DISTRIBUTORS
Set up distribution
correctly from
the start
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SEARCH FOR AND SELECT DISTRIBUTORS

IN BRIEF
Don’t try to do the distribution task all alone
in China and don’t believe in luck when it
comes to finding a local distribution partner.
The first will not be the best—nor the last.
Get feet on the ground, exploit existing
networks to track down potential distributors, and quickly meet face to face. It’s better
to select several distributors based on their
potential to develop the market than grant
exclusive rights to a single distributor.
Always double check the most critical
facts about a distributor. Get actively engaged
in the partnership and take responsibility for

Once your company has developed a distribution
strategy, the first step in implementing this
strategy is to search for potential distributors and
select several based on their potential to develop
the market.
In China, it’s generally better to lean toward
a “do and learn” approach than a “think and
plan” approach, which Danish companies are
used to at home. It’s better to get started fast
and to quickly learn and improve rather than
trying to figure out the absolutely right approach
beforehand, because this will be based on a lot
of assumptions and uncertainties. Nevertheless,
if you’re going to partner with a Chinese distributor,

it’s important to pick a good distributor right
from the start, since a company can easily get
locked into an unproductive business relationship
with an incompetent or even fraudulent distributor
– and then spend valuable time backtracking
and thus not being able to fully enter the rapidly
developing market. The challenge of undoing a
wrong step in China is actually much bigger than
the drawbacks of postponing until the right step
is just ahead.
This section focuses on how to address the
paradox of getting into the market quickly to
acquire insight while at the same time getting
the right distributor from the start.

the distribution tasks where you have superior
competencies. Understand what drives the
business of a distribution partner to be able
to motivate the partner continuously and
sufficiently. Consider integrating or separating
the distribution channel when you have two
differentiated brands.
Finally, remember it takes two to make
a good partnership and avoid “same bed,
different dreams” situations by ensuring
the motivations of the partner match your
expectations of the partnership.

suitableforgrowth.dk
suitableforgrowth.dk

You better
know if this is
what the last
mile of your
distribution
chain to your
customers looks
like in China.
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CASE

Don’t let coincidences take control
In 2011 a Danish company decided to set up
a sales office in China but was overwhelmed
by the size of the Chinese market and its endle
ss opportunities. Where and how should
they start in this market? At a trade fair in China
they met a Chinese man who spoke
English, was an acclaimed national distributor
within the same industry, and showed
interest in their products. Suddenly, more or less
by coincidence, their path to the
Chinese market was laid out, and they signe
d an exclusive agreement with the
distributor. It was almost too good to be true.
And it was, since the distributor
didn’t have any experience in the product categories of
the company, so they had to
introduce district wholesalers and invest in trans
ferring product knowledge to
them; and
didn’t focus distribution on the regions where the most prom
ising customers were
located.
When the company realized the distributor
would never perform to their expectations,
they had to expend a lot of effort to trap the distri
butor in the contractual agreement
on sales performance so they could get out of
the exclusivity without creating conflict.
Ultimately they had wasted a major part of their
investment in setting up distribution in
China.

suitableforgrowth.dk
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SEARCH THROUGH
NETWORKS FOR POTENTIAL
DISTRIBUTORS
The fact that China covers a large geographical area
and business is built on relationships favors searching for
distributors located in the same regions as potential
customers in the targeted market segment. In other
words, choose your distributor according to your most
wanted customers. Be aware that industries tend to
cluster in China, as shown in Figure 1, so the majority
of your customers may actually be located in a small
geographical area. Several of the companies in the
SfG project were, in fact, able to narrow their search
for distributors to a small set of regions of great
importance to their businesses. The company mentioned in the case study unfortunately selected their
distributor before they selected their most important
customers and eventually had to set up with
distributors located closer to their customers.
It’s nearly impossible to search for a Chinese
distributor while in Denmark because they rarely have
an online presence, and even if they do, it’s most
likely in Chinese and only presents an ideal picture of
the distributor. It’s necessary to get feet on the ground
to track them down and meet face to face to evaluate
their potential. However, the search process can easily
consume a lot of time traveling and can become
demotivating when you find one distributor after
another who doesn’t fulfill expectations. In general,
distribution in China is at a low level of maturity
where most distributors just are “box movers” despite
promising more.
The search process can be made more efficient
by tapping into existing networks that will lead more
quickly to the best distributors.
suitableforgrowth.dk

Find potential
distributors through a
variety of channels

GUIDELINES

Trade fairs are an excellent place to meet distributors.
However, don’t passively wait for distributors to find you.
Instead, search actively and make sure you select the
of
distributor and not the opposite. (See also “Seven rules
the
at
list
g
readin
r
furthe
the
in
international distribution”
end of this guidebook.)
the
Pick up the word of mouth on the best distributors in
job,
good
a
doing
is
who
know
ss
region. People in the busine
opinion
and some industries, like pharmaceuticals, have key
since
leaders. Search also beyond your own industry,
nt
distributors in other industries may direct you to releva
ss.
distributors for your busine
Ask potential customers about their preferred
with
distributor. At best this distributor can become yours,
utor
distrib
the
worst
At
ers.
custom
g
instant access to existin
case,
that
In
titors.
compe
is already engaged by one of your
side,
it may be worth a try to lure the distributor over to your
on the
although if you can this indicates a low level of loyalty
part of the distributor.
Find distributors that already have related – but not
nt. They
competing – business in your targeted market segme
exactly
with
lio
portfo
their
ding
may be interested in expan
your products, if they fit their existing customer base.
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Jilin
Tonghua:

Xinjiang
Shihezi:

Shanxi
Taiyuan:
Xinzhou:
Jnzhou:

Hebei
Cangzhou: Insulation materials;
Metal casting
Xingtai:
Cashemere
Hengshui: Rubber (appled in
engineering)
Langfang: Furniture
Handan:
Fasteners

Cotton textiles

Heilongjiang
Suihua:
Linen Products

Stainess steel; Radiators
Forging
Coking

Henan
Zhenzhou: Aluminium products;
Refractory materials
Xinxiang: Cranes
Shaanxi
Baoji:

Pharmaceutical; Steel

Liaoning
Shenyang: Ceramic; Building materials
Yingkou:
Magnesium products
Dandong: Measuring instruments

Shandong
Qingdao:
Yatai:
Weihai:
Linqing:
Rizhao:
Jinan:
Dezhou:
Liaocheng:
Linyi:

Textile machinery
Clothing; Wine
Textiles
Axle bearings
Fisheries
Transportation equipment
Solar water heathers
Steel pipes
Crop protection machinery

Anhui
Hefei:

Household appliances

Titanium products

Hubei
Yichang:
Xiantao:

Shanghai
Jinshan: Chemicals

Phosphorus chemicals
Nonwoven textiles
Chongqing
Bishan:
Motorcycles

Hunan
Changsha: Fireworks and firecrackers
Zhuzhou: Ceramics

Cities with 1 Cluster
Cities with 2 Clusters
Cities with 3 Clusters
Cities with 4 Clusters
Cities with 5 Clusters
Cities with 6 Clusters

Guizhou
Zunyi: Chinese liquor

Guangdong
Zhongshan: Machinery and electronics;
Packaging; Lighting; Casual wear
Dongguan: Electronic products
Guangzhou: Denim clothing; Automobiles
Shantou:
Underwear; Toys
Shenzhen: Electronic products
Yunfu:
Stones; Kitchenwear
Huizhou: Shoes

Jiangsu
Wuxi:

Electric wires and cables;
Environmental protection
equipment; Purple clay beaware;
Electronics; Photovoltaic
Suzhou:
IT; Circuit boards; Apparel; Silk textiles
Zhenjiang:
Eyewear
Taizhou:
Ship building; Energy equipment
Xuzhou:
Wood processing
Yangzhou:
Leather shoes
Lianyungang: Silicone products

Zhejiang
Hangzhou: Steel structures; Boxboards
Wenzhou: Lighters; Locks; Medium and low voltage electrical
appliances; Valves; Plastic woven packaging
Jianxing:
Fur, Leather, Warp knitting; Opto-mechatronic’s
Ningbo:
Molds; Household electronic appliances; Stationery
Jinhua:
Small commodities; Hardware; Electric tools
Shaoxing: Textiles; Dyeing; Socks; Pearls; Ties
Taizhou:
Plastic shoes; Solid waste recycling
Huzhou:
Bamboo products
Fujian
Quanzhou: Trainers; Zipper; Plumbing hardware; Snacks
Putian:
Jade processing; Chinese classical furniture
Shishi:
Children’s wear

Figure 1: Industrial clusters in China (Source: Li & Fung Research Center)

suitableforgrowth.dk
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A lot of distributors will be disqualified during the
search process, many because they turn out to be just
a "hole in the wall" or a "man with a van". However,
the Chinese market is very dynamic, so, as exemplified
in the case to the right, keep an eye on the small
distributors, since some of them may very quickly
become big enough to be relevant.

SELECT THE RIGHT
DISTRIBUTORS, NOT THE
BEST DISTRIBUTOR
When you have identified a lot of potential distributors,
the next step is to select the right distributors. A common mistake made by international companies setting
up distribution in China is to select the best possible
distributor at the given time and then grant exclusive
rights, maybe even on a national level. This is rarely
a good long-term strategy in China, and it will most

likely be regretted later on because of the market
dynamics. Worst case, the company is trapped with a
distributor with exclusive rights that doesn’t perform
as expected, and you can’t pursue new and better
opportunities while being locked in. Instead, it’s often
a better strategy to
s elect several distributors based on their potential
to develop the market, and
a ssign smaller regions to the distributor – in some
cases distributors can even be set up as
competitors in the same region.
Naturally, a lot of gut feeling enters into selecting
a distributor, particularly in China, where many
cultural factors hinder a logical and rational decision.
Always trust your gut feeling in China. On top of that,
evaluate and compare distributors against each other
with a prioritized list of criteria as exemplified in
Table 2.

refer
Competitors p ch
o ea
to live next t
.
other in China

suitableforgrowth.dk
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CASE

Searching beyond
the usual suspects
A Danish firm recognizes that their distribution
partners will develop over time, particularly in
areas where the GDP is developing. Therefore,
they always watch out for the new winners.
Every municipality has a dealer that starts to
sell products through a hole in the wall and
quickly grows. The company tries to spot those
dealers and get them into the pipeline early.

Could this guy o
n the
street be your
future
distributor?

suitableforgrowth.dk
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SELECTION CRITERIA FOR DISTRIBUTORS

GUIDELINES

CRITERION

Company size

Geographical coverage

Customer base

Government relations

HOW TO MEASURE
CRITERION

Number of employees,

Geographical regions

Strength of existing

Strength of relationships

yearly turnover, and

covered

relationships with

with government in relevant

customers in the targeted

areas

such

Table 2 - A

market segment

WHAT TO LOOK
FOR IN IDEAL
DISTRIBUTOR

Revenue from your

Must cover regions where

Must have relationships

Must have relationships

company’s products must

the most important

with customers that can

with government to stay

account for at least a third of

customers are located.

be readily exploited and

alert to new regulations

the distributor’s total turnover.

further

and to influence decision

If the ratio is smaller, the

developed.

makers.

products of the company
will not get sufficient
attention. If the ratio is
bigger, it may not be a
sustainable solution when
the distributor scales up.

suitableforgrowth.dk
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SELECTION CRITERIA FOR DISTRIBUTORS

CRITERION

Organizational

GUIDELINES

Table 2 - B

Competencies

Portfolio of products

Vision

Corporate values

Financial health, yearly

Operational excellence,

Products being distributed

Experience with online B2B

Environmental concern,

employee turnover,

language skills, qualified

for other suppliers

platforms such as Alibaba

ethical guidelines, CSR,

and such

employees, and such

and Taobao

and such

Must be stable in order to

Must at least be able to

Must not distribute products

Must be capable of devel-

Must match with the values

secure your investment —

develop at the same pace as

from competitors (beware

oping online distribution

of your company.

for example, training of

the market, and ideally to

of your products being used

channels since e–commerce

employees.

step in front and develop the

only to attract attention to

is growing rapidly in China.

market. Must also be able to

eventually sell something

operate and communicate

else – or simply to keep you

with the company on a

out of the market).

robustness

HOW TO MEASURE
CRITERION

WHAT TO LOOK
FOR IN IDEAL
DISTRIBUTOR

sufficient level.

suitableforgrowth.dk
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TRUST IS GOOD,
CONTROL IS BETTER
The expression “trust is good, control is better”
applies to many situations in China, including the
selection of a distributor. What you see and what you
hear may not be the truth in China, but just a facade
created by the distributor to get business. Even the
financial data of a Chinese company may be fabricated, since Chinese business people are notorious
for having as many accounting books as there are
parties with an interest in their company – that is, at
least one book for the public and another book, if any,
hidden away in private. And don’t believe that a complete and correct accounting book exists as expected
in a Danish company. Quite often, medium-sized
distributors run their business as a cash business –
that is, not taking inventory or accounts receivable
(AR) movement into consideration.
Perform a complete due diligence when acquiring
a distributor. Otherwise it may be sufficient to do a
sanity check and verify the most important aspects of

the business. Always double check the most critical
facts about a distributor, ideally with independent
sources. If this isn’t possible, keep asking for the
same information with screwball questions. Pretend to
misunderstand answers and respond with exaggerated
statements – for example, “So your market share is
90 percent?” if the answer previously was 10 percent
– to provoke a reaction. Claimed sales can be checked
by matching up typical margins and actual purchases.
Dig deeper if inconsistencies are found but don’t
strive for absolute precision, since it’s hardly possible
in China and rarely worth the effort.
Be aware that a direct request for a
deeper investigation of the claims of a distributor may be taken as distrust. This can
be critical in the beginning of a relationship,
so try to either use indirect ways to obtain
the information with secondary and independent sources or make sure the investigated party knows why you’re requesting
the information.

to
Do you dare
trust that
tions
safety regula in
ced
will be enfor
China?

»We thought Radiometer had a market
share of 20% in China, but many of our
products were either on stock at the
distributor or unpacked at our customers.
Actually the market share was only 12%.«
LARS SECHER, RADIOMETER, VICE PRESIDENT, SALES

suitableforgrowth.dk
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Double-check critical facts
with secondary sources

GUIDELINES

Always find a secondary—and ideally independent—
source to verify each of the facts
considered critical about a distributor, including the
following:
Table 3

Large, loyal customer base	Verify statisti
cally by asking a set of potential customers if they
use the distributor—and are satisfied.

High market share	Do same as

above and compare to competing distributors.

Good governmental relations	Look for picture

s since the Chinese like to show off their guanxi
(connections and networks) with pictures of formal hands
hakes
with governmental authorities, but realize that it’s difficu
lt to
verify the quality of a claimed relationship since netwo
rks tend
to form an inner circle that blocks outsiders.

High turnover	Ask for tax

reports but beware of a hidden accounting book.

High level of competencies	Interview emplo
yees and check CVs for educational
background, former positions, and the like.

suitableforgrowth.dk
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DIVIDE AND CONQUER
BASED ON COMPETENCIES
Nobody can do everything. The distributor doesn’t
have to perform all the tasks involved in distribution.
Therefore, the division of roles between the company
and the distributor(s) is an important consideration. At
one extreme is the company singlehandedly performing all the tasks of distribution. Some Danish
companies, primarily in B2C, have managed to set
up distribution all by themselves, but these are rare
cases in China. At another extreme is transferring all
the tasks to a distributor. This is also rare in China,
because the core competency of the Danish company
can’t be leveraged as a competitive advantage if the
distributor is in charge of all the tasks. The ideal is
often a division of roles exploiting what the company
and the distributor do best.
The division of distribution tasks is rarely static
but evolves over time as the involved parties learn
from each other, the market, and their competitors.
Therefore, to the degree possible, plan for a dynamic
shift in the division of tasks as exemplified in the
following case, particularly in a planned learning
process.
In general, distribution in China is not at the
same level of maturity as it is in developed markets.
Despite lower labor costs, distribution in China is
more expensive than Danish companies expect,
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and a typical distributor is primarily a “box mover.”
Restricted by the government, a distributor is allowed
to perform logistics tasks in only a limited number
of provinces. Even large international distribution
companies like FedEx and UPS were in 2012 granted
rights to serve only eight and five, respectively,
cities in China. Thus the distribution chain typically
becomes longer in China, with many intermediaries
between the company and the end customer. The end
price to the customer increases as each intermediary
adds a markup, which is particularly problematic if
the intermediary doesn’t add anything of value to the
end customer.
The strength of a Chinese distributor in marketing
and sales is based more on their relationships with
customers in the market and less on advanced
ways of operating. Therefore, a Danish company
typically keeps the tasks of developing marketing
and sales strategies and improving the efficiency
of distribution, while the distributor, being close
to the customers, gets the tasks in the field.
Another typical pattern is for a Danish company
to quickly set up a direct sales force for the
most important key accounts and a centralized
service center offering support to the personnel
of the distributor in the field. Then the Danish
company gradually takes over more and more
tasks from the Chinese distributor.
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Taking over tasks
from distributors

CASE

A company started out in Chi
na with their distributors
being responsible for all the task
s. As the company
became more and more knowle
dgeable about the
Chinese market, they slowly took
over more and more
tasks from the distributors. To
be more precise, the
company actually divided task
s differently in different
geographical regions of China.
In the eastern coastal
region, the company progressed
more quickly in taking
over the tasks than in the wes
tern regions in rural
China.

AR Collecting
Billing
Second Lead
Servicing
Training
Installing
Distributing
Contracting
Bidding
Wining & Dining
Sales Lead
Marketing
Transporting
Warehousing

Tasks for
distributors
Tasks for
company
Time

Installation
Service
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ENSURE LONG-TERM
ATTENTION FROM THE
DISTRIBUTOR
A distributor, like any other company, will prioritize
resources toward the most profitable part of their
business. Thus the company’s products actually
compete for attention with all the other products the
distributor handles. Initially, during the negotiations
regarding division of roles and allocation of resources,
the distributor may promise to invest resources based
on an expected long-term profit, but it will eventually
shift toward a short-term focus on what makes money
tomorrow.
Competing for the attention of a distributor is a
challenge in all markets, but it can be particularly
hard for a medium-sized Danish company targeting
the mid-market with a Chinese distributor, since they
only represent a proportionally small part of the business of distributors that tend be larger because of the
size of the Chinese market. Furthermore, a conflict
may develop if the same channel, either via distributor
or direct sales, is used for high-end and mid-market
products, as exemplified by the following case.
Therefore, it’s critical to select a distributor that
will pay sufficient attention to the products of the
company on a long-term basis, not just show an initial
interest and then slowly drift away.
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Selling one high-end
product trumps selling many
mid-market products

CASE

arket
A company developed a product for the Chinese mid-m
g highpondin
corres
its
with a 30-to-40-percent lower price than
se
becau
end product. However, sales never took off, primarily
both
the person on their direct sales force responsible for selling
make
could
he
out
figured
cts
produ
mid-market and high-end
nd
the same profit with less effort by selling just one high-e
arket
product with a high margin rather than several mid-m
products with a smaller margin.

EXPERT
ADVICE

Incentivize the distributor
The global consulting company KPM
G stresses the importance
of understanding what drives the
business of a distribution
partner. A Chinese setup will not
work if it requires a lot of work
of the partner and makes an insig
nificant contribution to their
business. As an example, commiss
ion-based distribution of
high-tech products from a non–ma
rket leader does not give a
distributor sufficient incentive.
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INTEGRATE OR SEPARATE
DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
So far this section hasn’t treated the situation where
a company has already established distribution in
China for the high-end market. When entering the
mid-market, such a company can either exploit the
existing distribution setup with an integrated solution
or supplement the distribution setup with a separate
solution for the mid-market. As exemplified by the two
cases that follow, there is no single best answer to the
question on integrating or separating the distribution
channel with dual brands. The answer depends on a
number of factors as listed in the guideline below.
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CASE

Starting with separate distribution
channels and then integrating
FOSS established a representative office in China
in 1997 and started importing products to the
Chinese market. ln 2008 they established the
FOSS Scino company to get closer to the Chine
se
market and to broaden their product portfolio
with a second brand targeting the mid-market
.
Products with the original FOSS brand have
a high degree of automation of the measuring
process, while products with the FOSS Scino
brand have a semi-automatic process. The
products have the same precision in their meas
urement; only the automation level differs,
since the lower cost of labor in China favors a
semi-automatic process and some Chinese
laboratories have a smaller number of samp
les per day.
Initially FOSS was concerned about cannibaliza
tion between the two brands, so they
started with two separate sales channels. The
first years were not a success since the two or
three new salespeople for the FOSS Scino brand
didn’t have any guanxi in the market and the
distributors didn’t like to talk with two different
salespeople. The initial concern about canni
balization did not turn out to be a major issue
, since customers didn’t jump from the high-e
nd
brand to the mid-market brand. Therefore, the
sixteen to eighteen regional sales managers
of
the FOSS products are now also selling the FOSS
Scino products. They judge which customer
should have which brand on a case-by-case
basis.
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CASE

ution
Starting with an integrated distrib
channel and then separating
high-end products
company to supplement their own
A Danish firm acquired a Chinese
nd their distribution
mid-market products and to exte
with a range of price-competitive
channels.
distribution
ibution channel, where the existing
Initially they tried an integrated distr
catalog. As
-end
high
could sell everything from the
network from the Chinese company
ything and grow
company said, “Now we can sell ever
the former owner of the Chinese
didn’t know the
because the existing distributors
fast.” However, this was a mistake,
refore, the
The
rs.
ome
erstand the high-end cust
high-end products and didn’t und
ion in two.
company decided to split distribut
ct sales. The
arily brought to the market with dire
The high-end products are now prim
how they work.
customer site in demo-trucks to show
biggest product are taken to the end
much more about
arily sold through dealers, since it’s
The mid-market products are prim
different booths.
in
e shows, the two brands are also
being available in the market. At trad
h customers
iated, and the salespeople know whic
The two brands are clearly different
servicing of the
use of the quality, performance, and
should buy high-end products beca
product’s not performing.
product and their sensitivity to the
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To integrate or
not to integrate?
Consider integrating the distribu
tion of high-end and mid-market
products if the following stateme
nts are true:
The existing sales force
– has a deep understanding of
the

specific needs of the other
market,
– has relationships with custom
ers in the other market
segment (or can quickly develop
them),
– can be trained to understand
the value proposition of the
other products,
– doesn’t think it’s less worthy
of respect to sell mid-market
products, and
– gets the same return on thei
r investment (that is, it doesn’t
take a too-big effort to sell mor
e products with a smaller
margin); remember, salespeople
always take the route of
least resistance.
Customers are in need of both high-end
and mid-market
products and prefer to have a
single point of contact with the
company.
The products for the two mar
kets are clearly differentiated
in
price, specifications, features,
and so on to avoid cannibaliza
tion from customers who buy
cheaper mid-market products
instead of high-end products.
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REMEMBER IT TAKES TWO
FOR A GOOD PARTNERSHIP
One last reminder before the end of this discussion:
it takes two to make a good partnership. There are
plenty of examples of international companies being
exploited or even cheated by their Chinese distributors.
To prevent this, always monitor the situation and
try to understand why a distributor would consider
you an ideal supplier. “Same bed, different dreams”
situations can be foreseen with such insight, and both
sides can remain mutually attractive, thus ensuring a
long-lasting partnership.

GUIDELINES

Match company expectations
with partner motivations
Make sure the motivations of
a potential Chinese partner to
become your distributor match
your expectations of the
partnership. Example, commis
sion-based distribution of
high-tech products from a non
–market leader does not give a
distributor sufficient incentive.
Some of the reasons that a med
ium-sized Danish company
might be attractive to a Chinese
distributor include the followin
g:
In most industries international com
panies are still
considered superior to local Chi
nese companies, so a
Chinese distributor’s overall repu
tation may increase by
partnering with a Danish com
pany.
Generally, products from internation
al companies have a
higher technological level than
products from local Chinese
companies, so a Chinese distribu
tor’s knowledge level will
increase when trained by a Dan
ish company.
Products from a Danish company with
different value
propositions may open doors
to new market segments for
the Chinese distributor that prev
iously were unreachable
by local Chinese products.
A medium-sized Danish company is
a good learning and
growth platform that a smaller
Chinese distributor can use
before approaching larger inte
rnational companies.
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IN BRIEF
A company can’t place full responsibility
for development in the hands of the
distributor but has to engage actively and
continuously. Training of salespeople can
be an endless effort, so efficient means must
be exploited. Be aware that a company can
easily be blinded to the market by the
distribution chain and has to identify and
validate points of contact with customers.
The company also needs to introduce
elements into the distribution setup that
motivate the distributor to transfer
information back to the company.
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Unfortunately, the saying “The first step is always
the hardest” doesn’t apply to distribution development in China. Starting up with a distributor, as
treated in the previous section, can be a hard
first step, but the next step – supporting the
distributor in further development – may be even
harder. Placing full responsibility for market
development in the hands of the distributor will
not work in China. This section focuses on what
your company should be prepared to do in order
to develop distribution.

BE PREPARED FOR TRAINING
OF SALESPEOPLE TO BE AN
ENDLESS EFFORT
From a sales training perspective, setting up a
B2B sales force in China presents the largest
possible challenge in relation to both market
segment and labor market. On the market
segment side, the decision-making process of
the buyer in a B2B transaction is more rational
and knowledge-based than that of a customer in
a business to consumer (B2C) transaction, and
offerings in B2B are often more complex than in
B2C, so salespeople need more extensive knowledge. On the labor market side, the Chinese
workforce is generally less educated than in
developed markets and the employee turnover
rate is very high in China. In view of this combination of challenges, B2B companies going
for the Chinese market will find that training the
sales staff takes endless effort.
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The only solace is that international as well as local
Chinese competitors struggle equally with this issue.
Ideally, the sales training effort can be made easier by
reducing the level of knowledge that needs to
be transmitted to help customers in the
decision-making process – for example, by
focusing more on branding;
reducing the complexity of the offering –
for example, by making products simpler;
hiring a more educated workforce; and
reducing the employee turnover rate.
In every case, don’t try to change what can’t be
changed. In other words, it’s easier to change your
company’s approach than to change all of China.
Adapt to the circumstances and make sales training
as efficient as possible. This requires addressing root
causes and developing more efficient means.
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CASE

Training endlessly in the face of
extreme employee turnover rates
A company established distribution in China with a nation

al wholesaler that on a
contractual basis had more than twenty district whole
salers (DW) throughout China. The
products were high quality with many technical feature
s, so the value proposition to the
customer was complicated to communicate. The salesp
eople being hired by the DWs
were inexperienced, so they had to be trained in the produ
cts to be able to sell.
Unfortunately, the salespeople had little loyalty and the
turnover rate was 30 to 50
percent. The company couldn’t directly control the salesp
eople, since they contractually
were out of reach, but the company still had to train them
since the national wholesaler
didn’t cover this task in their partnership. As it turned out,
with this setup in China, training
the salespeople of the district wholesalers became an
endless effort the company had
never experienced anywhere else in the world.
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The obvious way to reduce the training effort is to
introduce more efficient training programs for the
salespeople. However, medium-sized companies rarely
have the resources to develop large-scale training
programs, and thus they are trapped in inefficient
training methods like one-to-one training sessions
with new employees while visiting the distributor. At
best, training academies with regular seminars are
offered for larger groups at the subsidiary when new
products are introduced to the market. In both cases,
newly hired salespeople may have to wait a long time
before getting trained.
Instead, responsibility for training can be transferred to the distributor with a “train the trainer”
program. E-learning, ranging from simple videos on
how to use a product to more advanced platforms,
may also be exploited. However, factor in that a
Chinese distributor evaluates a foreign company on
its investment in the relationship, so it’s important to
show credible commitments.
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MAKE SALES TRAINING MORE EFFICIENT BY ADDRESSING ROOT CAUSES
The root cause of inefficient sales training can lie with the distributor, the offering, and/or the market.
Addressing these root causes can make sales training more efficient.

MARKET

Cause for inefficient
sales training

OFFERING

S
 alespeople are
inexperienced with the
industry, sales techniques,
and such.
T
 urnover rate of salespeople
is high.

O
 ffering is based on advanced
technology, has many
complex features, is
configured to specific
customer needs, and so forth.

M
 arket must be educated to
understand the unique value
of the offering compared to
the competition.

Means for more efficient
sales training

DISTRIBUTOR

GUIDELINES

E
 mploy more experienced
salespeople—for example,
hire from your competition.
I ncrease the loyalty of salespeople by, for example, introducing more levels of career
advancement.
E
 xploit more efficient sales
training techniques, such as
e-learning.

R
 educe complexity of offering
by, for example, increasing the
affordance of the product.
I mplement tools such as
configuration systems to
support the sales process.

P
 ostpone entrance until
the market has sufficiently
matured—for example, let
the competition educate the
market.
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DON’T GET BLINDED TO
THE MARKET BY THE
DISTRIBUTION CHAIN

The actors along the distribution chain are rarely
motivated to bring market insight back to the
company. Imagine a salesperson who has direct
contact with a potential customer. What would
motivate the salesperson to spend resources reporting
back to the company on how to improve the value
proposition based on customer feedback? A salesperson
is typically more motivated to move on to the next
potential customer.

Company

DISTRIBUTION
PARTNER



DISTRICT
WHOLESALER

DEALER



Physical goods



Physical goods



Physical goods



Product knowledge



Product knowledge



Product knowledge



Market insight



Market insight



Market insight

Customer

There are three parts to distribution: logistics, sales,
and market insight. However, the last part is often
neglected, perhaps because it has a reverse flow
through the distribution chain, from the customer
back to the company, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The distribution chain from company to customer
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Follow this three-step method to acquire
market insight from the distribution chain:
1. Identify all the customer’s points of
contact with the distribution chain. This
is where market insight can potentially be
acquired. One obvious point is the direct
contact between a salesperson and a
potential customer. Another is the customers’
interaction with service personnel when
defective products are repaired.
2. Validate the points of contact and realize
that the information that’s acquired at
these contact points may give a distorted
picture of the actual situation. One source
of error can be the different cultural
behavior of Chinese customers.
Another potential error source is that
distribution focuses on existing customers
and may not be in contact with potential new
customers, particularly when a company
is seeking a new market segment by going
down from the high end to the mid-market.
Errors can also be introduced by the length
of the distribution chain; in China it’s
typically longer and involves more elements,
and this multiplies the chance of errors
in transferring information back to the
company.
Finally, the distributor could deliberately
be hiding the realities of the market – such
as actual sales – for any number of reasons:
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 ear of being terminated if not
F
performing according to contract
D
 esire to please a foreign company to
keep harmony and not lose face
L
 ack of skill at business planning and
data management, making it difficult
to also handle market intelligence
Wish to hide unethical – even illegal
– business practices such as taking
kickbacks
Desire to find a way to replace the
company and eventually become a
competitor
3. Introduce motivational elements. You
need to motivate the relevant parties in the
distribution setup to become interested
in taking up the extra task of transferring
information back to the company. The
simplest approach is to specify the task
in the division of roles in the contractual
agreement, but still this is no guarantee,
since the Chinese have a different attitude
toward contracts than Danes. A better
approach is to find creative ways for the
distributor to benefit immediately and
directly from undertaking this task, like
giving a discount on spare parts if the
distributor sends detailed fault reports
from customers.

CASE

Market insights being
blocked by the “black wall”
of the distributor
A company sells high-precisio
n measurement instruments. The failure rate of the inst
rument is typically 5
percent, but the reported failu
re rate in China is only 1
percent. Why is the failure rate
five times lower in China
than in other markets? Becaus
e the distributor fixes the
failures without informing the
company—for example,
replaces the sensor in the inst
rument with an unoriginal
spare part that’s eight times che
aper than the original
spare part from the company.
Furthermore, the company isn’t
sure if the products
are calibrated correctly by the
distributor during yearly
service. The company once visi
ted a customer who
had an instrument that hadn’t
been calibrated for seven
years. The purpose of the inst
rument is to identify
objects with errors so they can
be corrected before
further processing. Normally
the error rate is three
objects out of one thousand, but
with this particular
uncalibrated instrument only
three out of twenty
thousand were identified with
errors—that is, twenty
times fewer than normal.
In this case the distributor pres
ented a “black wall”
the company could not see thro
ugh, so the company
missed getting the market insi
ght that its prices for spare
parts were too high and that the
importance of calibration
was not understood.
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Getting fewer defect
complaints in China – not
necessarily a good thing

CASE
CASE

FOSS Analytical has a well-develop
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The company ha

ed system for gathering
defect complaints in China, but from
a statistical point of
view, they should be getting more
complaints than they do.
The general manager speculates
that either the Chinese
think “this is what happens” and live
with it because they
are used to poor quality, or they repa
ir the instrument themselves with non-Foss spare parts to
save money. In other
countries, like Japan, the company
gets complaints right
away.

season.

To acquire market insight
from distribution:

GUIDELINES

1.

Identify potential points of contact with customers throug
hout the distribution chain.
Assess the validity of the information acquired from the
contact points.
3.	Introduce elements into the distribution setup to
motivate partners to transfer
information back to the company.
2.
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CASE

Using the carrot and the stick
In the case mentioned earlier involving high-precision
measurement instruments, the company
introduced a 10-percent discount on spare parts to get
the distributor to use their customer
relationship management (CRM) system to give marke
t feedback to the company. The company also
tried to motivate the distributor by explaining the benefi
ts of being able to
track the work of their service employees, since it was known that
some technicians made
fake invoices for transportation and accommodation
for customer visits that never took place;
manage sales leads that were often lost due to high emplo
yee turnover;
monitor the loyalty of key accounts that were often invited to semin
ars and such; and
standardize their business processes.
The company also started to punish distributors found
cutting off the supply of spare parts,
canceling warranties, and
increasing prices.

cheating by

Furthermore, all instruments were equipped with a sticker

with a toll-free telephone number to
bypassing the distributor. The call center
manages all service tasks; it sends technicians from the
distributor into the field and afterward
evaluates their performance.
a customer call center operated by a third party, thus
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If you´re not moving
re
forward in China, you´
are
falling behind. There
only two options in
business. Grow or die.
ARY
R, CHINA SUBSIDI
GENERAL MANAGE

SCALE UP
DISTRIBUTION
Grow together with
your distributor
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IN BRIEF
Make sure your expectations about growth
rates are aligned with the actual opportunities
in China and not based on experiences
in other markets. At signs of stagnation in
growth, consider bypassing the saturation
point of the distributor either by support
or by acquisition. Consider also tapping
into the notorious business creativity of
Chinese distributors. And in the pursuit of
growth, don’t become blind to the cost of
complexity.
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A general manager in a medium-sized Danish
company once complained that “doing well can
be very bad.” He was referring to the paradox of
“failure by success” that some Western companies
experience in China: being satisfied with the
growth rates they know in other markets may
actually hinder full exploitation of the market
potential in China.
A medium-sized company setting up a business
in China can easily experience hyper growth
shortly after establishment of the business. Some
companies may even manage to show positive
numbers from day one. But eventually growth
stagnates, and management may reasonably
consider this a sign of market saturation determined by external factors outside their control.
Thus, ambitions for growth in China are lowered,
as shown by option #1 in Figure 3. However,
stagnation of growth may also be seen as a wakeup call to further scale up in China, as shown by
option #2, particularly if the Chinese market still
has a small share of the total global market of the
company.
Distribution is key to scaling up in a market,
particularly in China where many barriers prevent
reaching all potential customers. One obvious
way to scale up is simply to get more distributors,
either to expand into more geographical regions
or to get to more customers in existing regions.
This corresponds to starting at the first step
presented in this guidebook. Another solution,
which this section focuses on, is to get more
from an existing distributor.

BYPASS THE
SATURATION POINT OF
THE DISTRIBUTOR
Over time, the annual sales that a distributor can
generate for a company tend to follow an S-curve
with three generic phases, as shown in Figure 4.
1.	Building up the business. Initially, sales grow
slowly as the distributor’s salespeople are
trained, marketing material is developed,
potential customers are contacted, a service
organization is set up, and so forth.
2.	Growing the business. Sales start to take off
as the market gets to know the products,
customer references are built up, and so on.
3.	Reaching saturation. Sales stagnate as the
distributor’s market becomes saturated.
When sales reach the last phase, it seems that
a limit to growth has been reached and that no
further scaling of the business can occur. At that
point a company has three options with their
distributor: accept the saturation, terminate the
distributor, or bypass the saturation together with
the distributor. The optimal option depends on
the root cause of the saturation.
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Phase 3:
Saturation
of distribution
business
Annual sales

Profit

#2 Scale further
to fully exploit
growth potential
in China

Two options
when growth
shows sign of
stagnation

#1 Accept market
saturation as
experienced in
other markets

Phase 2:
Growing the
distribution
business

Phase 1:
Building up
distribution
business

Time

Figure 3: What should a company do when growth seems to stagnate?
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Time

Figure 4: The three phases in the development of a distributor
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The last two root causes, lack of skills and motivation,
can have a particular manifestation in China:

GUIDELINES

Root cause 		
of saturation

Action to take

Market segment is saturated.

Accept and consider expanding geographic
al area,
addressing more segments, introducing more

Table 4

products, and so on. Consider terminating if
another distributor has better coverage.

Existing network of customers
is fully exploited.

Distributor cannot grow the
business further due to lack
of skills.

Distributor will not grow the
business further due to lack
of motivation.

suitableforgrowth.dk

Terminate if no potential exists for further

development; otherwise bypass by supporting
the
distributor in expanding network of existing
customers.

Bypass by supporting the distributor with more
advanced management systems, selling
techniques, and such.

Bypass by acquiring distributor.

 ack of skills: The success of a small Chinese
L
distributor will most likely be based on having
good networking skills in the market, rather than
on advanced management systems within the
organization. However, to grow a business beyond
a certain size requires management skills to
organize differently and implement more professional tools and systems. A Danish company will
be more professional in these matters and can
support the transition of the distributor by
transferring knowledge and experience.
Lack of motivation: When a distributor has grown
the business to a certain size, the distributor will
most likely have made enough money to provide
a good life for the family. Growing the business
further would take extra effort and require a risky
investment in
	- more people, increasing potential integrity
issues;
	- more inventory, limiting cash flow from the
business (a very strong factor when running a
cash business); and
	- accounts receivable (AR).
By acquiring the distributor, a Danish company can
take some of the workload from the distributor, and
the company may have more resources for risky
investments.
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CASE

Acquiring to further grow
the distribution
A General Manager from a Dan
ish company in China
has seen it over and over again
with their dealers. Once
the dealer has a comfortable life
with his family, he stops
being aggressive. It contradicts
the traditional perception
of the Chinese as being driven
to achieve ultimate
success in business, but the patt
ern of “satisfaction as a
showstopper” is evident. The
company has overcome
this by acquiring dealers at the
end of the S-curve in
Figure 4 when they have built
up the business to a
reasonable level, acquired a cus
tomer base, and
established an installed base
that can be serviced. The
company has tools and systems
to take the business
to the next level, they have the
cash flow to invest in a
costly expansion, and they are
willing to take a
calculated risk.
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GROW TOGETHER WITH THE
DISTRIBUTOR – OR THEY
WILL GROW ALONE
The Chinese are notorious for their business creativity.
A Chinese distributor will often pursue opportunities
both inside and outside the realm of an agreement –
and most likely without the knowledge of the company.
Why not tap into these opportunities, if possible,
instead of turning a blind eye to the extra business of
the distributor?
Some of the opportunities typically pursued by a
Chinese distributor are listed in Table 5, together with
potential counteractions a Danish company can take.
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CREATIVE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES THAT MIGHT BE EXPLOITED BY
DISTRIBUTOR AND POSSIBLE COUNTERACTIONS FOR COMPANY

GUIDELINES

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
FOR CHINESE
DISTRIBUTOR

Exploiting

EXAMPLE

Distributor exports products to

A distributor who accidently orders

The company’s superior

other markets and benefits from

a surplus of products can try to

performance attracts attention

arbitrage.

offload them on China’s huge gray

from local Chinese customers

market. A distributor can also

and/or results in getting more

deliberately order more products

invitations to tenders. Once the

than needed to get a quantity

customer starts to negotiate about

discount, and then rely on the gray

price, the distributor sells them a

market to dispose of the surplus.

lower-priced product from a local

Exploiting gray market

arbitrage

Table 5 - A

Using company’s cachet to sell
lower- priced local products

competitor.

COUNTERACTION
FOR COMPANY
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Limit export by a contractual

Request list of customers and

Treat like any other underper-

agreement and request list of

be wary if distributor suddenly

forming distributor, but also

customers. Track serial numbers

orders more products than the

reconsider the value proposition,

and be alert when a product

market can possibly absorb.

since customers obviously show

shows up for service in the wrong

initial interest in the products but

place. Consider getting a deposit

consider the price too high. Try to

from the distributor from which

understand what the customers

a penalty will be deducted if the

are willing to sacrifice for a lower

agreement is violated.

price.
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CREATIVE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES THAT MIGHT BE EXPLOITED BY
DISTRIBUTOR AND POSSIBLE COUNTERACTIONS FOR COMPANY

GUIDELINES

Adding an extra margin

Table 5 - B

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
FOR CHINESE
DISTRIBUTOR

Buying or selling without

Acting as an intermediary

EXAMPLE

Fake “zombie” shoppers

Distributor tries to cheat

Distributor increases price

Distributor spends less

Distributor is an intermediary

buy products online to

customers who don’t

to position the products

effort selling while still

for a local competitor

increase distributor’s

know the recommended

of the company better

making the same profit.

(existing or future) who

reputation. Products never

selling price.

in their own portfolio of

wants to tap deeper into the

products.

workings of an international

an invoice

for a competitor

leave distributor’s warehouse until bought by real

company.

shoppers.

COUNTERACTION
FOR COMPANY

Allow the distributor to

Educate the market by

Reconsider if chosen

Reconsider pricing

Be wary of distributor that

do his tricks as long as it

listing recommended

market segment is clearly

strategy for this market,

shows too much interest in

doesn’t violate the ethical

selling prices on the Inter-

defined and positioned

since the market may be

gaining know- ledge of the

guidelines of the company.

net or consider increasing

correctly.

willing to pay a higher

company. Be careful not

price.

to plant the first seeds of

price (never list net
distributor prices).
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distrust.
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Some of these irregularities on the distributor’s side
are actually harmless. Attracting customers with
products that they aren’t likely to buy isn’t a direct
lost economic opportunity for the company. But it
is certainly a lost opportunity to get a better understanding of the market that indirectly may lead to an
economic opportunity.
Other irregularities are directly harmful to the
company – for example, exploiting arbitrage or selling
products on the gray market without proper service
agreements, which could potentially devalue the
brand value.
A distributor operating on the illegal side of the
edge may harm the brand of the company. One example
is Kopenhagen Fur, who had a Chinese customer
illegally smuggling fur worth 7.6 billion DKK from
Hong Kong to China. Although the top management
of Kopenhagen Fur in public claimed to be unaware
of this behavior, it still caused bad publicity for the
company.
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GROW – AND MAYBE
SUFFOCATE!
To conclude this section on growing your distribution
in China, we need to remind you, maybe even warn
you, that a narrow focus on growth can easily blind
your company to what may come sneaking up alongside – the increasing cost of complexity.
For the sake of growth, it’s very easy to ignore the
cost of complexity. However, some of the complexity
may actually not deliver value to customers and may
be extremely difficult to cut away afterward and thus
become a burden. Remember, the Chinese have
experienced growth for many decades, so they have
difficulty understanding restraint.
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CASE

a
Creatively turning
Chinese import tax
into an advantage
GUIDELINES

Accept, exploit, or prevent the
behavior of a distributor
Choose one of following three actio
ns to respond to the behavior of
a distributor:
Accept harmless behavior by a distributor
but try to tap into
valuable market information to furth
er improve the business.
Exploit the creativity of a distributor and
try to benefit from the
opportunities only a Chinese distr
ibutor can see.
Prevent harmful behavior and any illegal
conduct that may
devalue the brand.
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products from
of high technology
A Chinese distributor
s due to high
had to increase price
a Danish company
tried to get
. Chinese customers
import taxes to China
import tax by
distributor and the
around the Chinese
. The Chinese
ellers to ship to China
asking European res
any lower their
uested that the comp
distributor then req
e. However,
could be competitiv
prices in China so he
d
an thereby
lowered the prices
once the company
butor began to
n, the Chinese distri
reduced their margi
er import tax
ng Kong with its low
stock products in Ho
ina.
stomers outside Ch
and then resold to cu
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TERMINATE A
DISTRIBUTOR
Leave a
ly
partnership gent
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IN BRIEF
A distribution partnership will sooner or
later come to an end. Avoid conflicts by
foreseeing potential outcomes of the
partnership and build in preventive
measures from the very beginning to reduce
the cost of an unexpected termination.

Eventually a partnership will end. It’s a universal
law in any business – and also in distribution,
where research shows that most initial
distribution partners eventually get replaced.
A partnership can of course have a planned
expiration, if both parties have agreed from the
very beginning on cooperating for a given time
period or until a given goal has been achieved.
This is the easy case. The difficult case is when a
partnership must be terminated unexpectedly.
Naturally, breaking up is rarely a concern at
the start when the promise of a prosperous future
leaves little room for concerns about later
conflicts. However, when you set up a distribution
partnership in China you must give substantially
more attention to planning for its termination

than in other markets since investments are more
difficult to transfer to another distribution
partner. There are a couple of reasons for this:
B
 usiness in China is primarily built on
relationships between people and not
organizations.
Investments in training the distributor’s
employees are large in China, and Chinese
employees will rarely follow the Danish party
in case of a split.
This section focuses on how to plan for future
flexibility in a partnership and how to terminate a
partnership.

Try to see your
partnership wit
h a Chinese
distributor like
this street
shop. Is it just a
s easy to
get out as it is
to get in?
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PLAN FOR THE UNEXPECTED
Knowing a partnership will eventually be terminated
with a lost investment may instinctively lead
your company to play it safe based on short-term
planning and low-risk investments. However, think
twice, because fear of loss can easily become a
self-fulfilling prophecy in this situation. As argued
earlier, a key to success with a Chinese distribution
partner is to show commitment to a long-term
presence in China and a willingness to develop the
business together with the partner. A halfhearted
start with minor and short-term investments will
start a negative spiral of deteriorating trust,
expediting a termination, since the partner will
quickly downgrade his beliefs in your business in
turn.
An alternative strategy is to launch a positive
spiral – while still planning for the unexpected by
reducing costs that cannot be recovered when the
partnership terminates. Consider each investment
in the partnership, identify what could cause the
investment to become a sunk cost, and then search
for alternative means, as exemplified in Table 6.

EXAMPLES OF PREVENTIVE MEASURES
TO REDUCE SUNK COSTS AT TERMINATION
OF DISTRIBUTION PARTNERSHIP

INVESTMENT
DURING
PARTNERSHIP

CAUSE OF SUNK
COST AT
TERMINATION OF
PARTNERSHIP

Training of

Employees’ acquired

distributor’s

competencies cannot be

employees

extracted and transferred
to other employees.

GUIDELINES
Table 6

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
TO REDUCE SUNK COST
AT TERMINATION OF
PARTNERSHIP

Attract employees to follow on to
the next distributor.
Reduce one-to-one personal
training and invest in more efficient
training platforms such as e-learning
that benefit from economies of scale.
Ask employees to document their
knowledge.

Customer

Relationships are

relations

personal and cannot be
transferred.

 tore customer contacts in a CRM
S
system.
Visit the most important customers
together with the distributor to build
the relationship.

suitableforgrowth.dk
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In some cases, avoiding sunk costs may require a
slightly higher investment initially. Developing an
e-learning platform is more costly and time consuming
than simply training employees in a classroom. But
the e-learning platform will slowly pay off as more
employees are trained, and the system for training will
remain even if some of the personnel change.
Termination of a partnership may put more at
stake than a sunk cost if the former partner can exert
a behavior that limits the conditions for doing business
in the future, as exemplified by the two cases that
follow.

The Castel-Panati case is just one of many stories of
blatant mistakes made by international companies
entering the Chinese market. It’s an extreme example
of how opportunities picked up during a partnership
can be exploited afterward by the former partner and
can cause severe loss to the company.

CASE

“Best friends”
becoming “worst enemies”
e
Castel, the French wine company, entered the Chines
the
with
market in the late 1990s. Initially they partnered
1
Chinese company Panati as their local distributor. Castel

operated under the Ka-Si-Te name, the Mandarin
d
transliteration of Castel. At the same time Panati applie
2001
In
).
for and registered the Ka-Si-Te trademark (卡斯特
Castel changed their distributor and unsuccessfully tried
r
to register the Ka-Si-Te trademark. Li Daozhi, the founde
d
refuse
Castel
price
a
of Panati, offered the trademark at
Li
cancel
to pay. Later Castel unsuccessfully attempted to
Daozhi’s registration of the Ka-Si-Te trademark. In 2009

Panati filed a trademark infringement lawsuit against
a
Castel, and in 2012 a court ruled that Castel had to pay
r
anothe
l,
fine of CNY33.73 million to Panati. After an appea
court upheld the previous verdict in 2013. In 2014 Castel
ng
appealed to the Supreme Court and succeeded in blocki
2
the fine.

1

ruun company.
According to Claus Barrett Christiansen from the Bech-B
e Court.
Suprem
the
at
open
still
is
case
the
writing
At the time of this

2
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Entered China under the
Chinese name Ka-Si-Te
(phonetic rendition of
Castel) without acquiring
the Ka-Si-Te trademark

Acquired Castel
trademark in China.
Unsuccessfully
attempted to cancel
Li Daozhi’s Ka-Si-Te
trademark on the
grounds of non-use

Changed distributor
and unsuccessfully
tried to register the
Ka-Si-Te trademark

Cost of
Appealed to
trademark
supreme court
and succeeded
in blocking the
40 M CNY
fine

Court ruled Castel
to pay a fine of
CNY33.73 million
to Panati

Registered new
Chinese trademark
Kasidaile (卡思黛乐)

Conflict start

Offered the Ka-Si-Te
trademark to Castel
for CNY 1 million

Applied for and
obtained the
Ka-Si-Te trademark
(卡斯特)
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2014

2013

Established Cavesmaitre Wine to
import French wine
under the Ka-Si-Te
brand name
Unsuccessfully tried
to negotiate a price
on EUR 1 million for
transfer of trademark
to Castel

2013

2012
2009

2008

20062007

2005

2001

2002
2003

PANATI
WINE

19982000

CASTEL

1998

30 M CNY

Filed a trademark
infringement lawsuit
on Castel

20 M CNY

10 M CNY

Filed a trademark
infringement lawsuit
on Castel
0
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CASE

Staying in a partnership to avoid
walking into the unknown
A Danish company had a joint venture with

a partner in Hong Kong covering
distribution to mainland China, among other
regions. Sales to China didn’t grow at
the same pace as the market, and over the years
the company became dissatisfied
with the performance of the partner. The comp
any considered terminating the
partnership, but it would be a costly affair due
to contractual issues. Furthermore,
the partner would, according to the contract,
be given a grace period of six months
when the company couldn’t sell in China. The
company was afraid the partner
would exploit this period to bring existing custo
mers to a new business setup, in
the worst case with one of their competitors.
The company didn’t dare to walk into
the unknown consequences of ending the partn
ership.
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In hindsight, it’s easy to see how a contract in this
case should have been drafted to prevent the partner
from cornering the company. The lesson is that when
drafting a contract with a distribution partner, you
should try to foresee the potential outcomes of its
termination. Remember, contracts define how to handle
cooperation when the parties no longer agree. A
medium-sized company may not have a large budget
for external help, but drafting a contract is one of
the activities where it makes sense to pay for expert
counsel. It even makes sense to let an expert explain
the contract to the distributor to make sure it’s
properly understood, since the Chinese think more in
terms of relationships and negotiations than law and
contracts.
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GUIDELINES

tegy
Enter only with an exit stra
again.
ke sure it’s possible to get out

tion partnership, ma
When going into a distribu
the following:
Exit strategies can include

.
t can be legally terminated
e requirements so the contrac
T
n
 ighten performanc
the
and
ret,
sec
in
re or less
tion partner in parallel, mo
S
re
 et up a second distribu
awa
be
r,
Howeve
partner swiftly when ready.
terminate the first distribution
traded in the web
are
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sec
e
intained in China sinc
that secrecy is not easily ma
of guanxi.
n termination, the “Chinese
y to avoid any legal issues upo
S
 et up a new compan
vity.
way” to work around exclusi

Before tasting,
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consider what to d
it.
case you don’t like
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AVOID CONFLICTS WHEN
ENDING A PARTNERSHIP
Of course, the preferable termination is when both
parties have been satisfied with the partnership and
agree to split up in peace. For example, Hempel after
seventeen years acquired all the shares from their
joint venture with China Merchants Holdings. The
second best termination is when preventive measures
have been taken from the very beginning, and it’s
possible to exit without a loss or conflict. However,
even with the best foresight, it’s just not possible
to predict what might happen in China, so Table 7
lists potential actions to be taken when a partnership
needs to be terminated in an unexpected manner.

ACTIONS TO TAKE WHEN A PARTNERSHIP NEEDS
TO BE TERMINATED IN AN UNEXPECTED MANNER
Table 7

REASON FOR TERMINATION

POTENTIAL ACTIONS

Growing apart

Company and distributor

It depends on who takes the initiative to move

develop their businesses into

in a different direction. It’s rarely the distributor,

different market segments,

since they are bound by their existing customer

geographical regions, or such,

relations and their physical location. If the

and the partnership is no

company takes the initiative, the distributor may

longer a good fit

rightfully request compensation for their lost
investment, and the company must accept the
consequences of an unsuccessful strategy.

Insufficient

Distributor doesn’t fulfill

This reason will be visible long before it’s neces-

performance

expectations and there

sary to take radical action, so it’s possible for the

is no prospect for

company to slowly phase out the partnership.

improvement

If a contract cannot be canceled due to lack of
performance, the company can try to either
supplement the contract with a performance
requirement or find other loopholes in the
contract to terminate the partnership.
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Unethical or

Distributor fails to follow

This reason rarely leaves any time for maneuvering

illegal conduct

ethical guidelines of the

since it can hit in a day and the public may

company, violates local laws

require an immediate action. In most cases the

or regulations, or even

company needs to quickly distance the

double-crosses the company.

distributor.
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A direct confrontation is rarely the best way to resolve
a termination that has developed into a deadlock.
There are two reasons for this:
C
 hinese culture has an approach to conflicts
different from Danish culture. The Chinese prefer
to “walk around the problem” and never have a
direct confrontation.
It’s impossible to know the distributor’s guanxi
and how it may influence other elements of the
business.

Solve conflicts
by negotiations

EXPERT
ADVICE

ommends solving
Asia Base in general rec
otiating rather
conflicts in China by neg
than going to court.

Legal prosecutions in China are a troublesome affair,
particularly for a foreign firm versus a local Chinese
firm, since the legal system also is based on relationships and not only on justice and law.

A final note: be aware that conflicts in terminating a
partnership can also reside inside the company. Those
responsible for initially starting the partnership may
have an interest in silencing the fact that their
initiative hasn’t been successful. Thus, a conflict
hidden inside the company may also block a
necessary move toward termination.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
SCALING YOUR DISTRIBUTION
The first step into the Chinese mid-market may be
daunting for a medium-sized Danish company, but
rest assured that it will be possible to sell something
to somebody in this huge market. A more difficult
step is scaling up the business to fully exploit the
growth potential of this market. Getting distribution
right is key to scaling up.
This book has guided you through all the steps in
distribution development, from initially searching for
and selecting a distributor to training and continuously
motivating distributors, expanding the distribution
network, and finally terminating a distributor. We hope
you will take away five key messages:
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 ou cannot conquer the Chinese mid-market
Y
alone, and you cannot do it all at once. You need
to find distribution partners and take it step by step.
Your distribution strategy must favor focus,
speed, and flexibility.
You need to find efficient ways to train
distributors, since otherwise training will become
an endless effort.
You need to develop distributors beyond their
saturation points and eventually take over more
and more of their tasks.
Y
 ou need to plan for the unexpected and find
ways to leave a distribution partnership gently.

SUMMARY

And remember that a distribution strategy can quickly
fall out of date as the Chinese infrastructure continues
to develop. Be prepared to continuously revise your
distribution strategy and keep reconsidering regions
initially left out from the reach of your distribution.
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FURTHER READING
This guidebook isn’t meant to be a complete and exhaustive guide
to distribution development. We recommend that you also consult
the following sources:
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Arnold, David. November 2000. Seven rules of
international distribution. Harvard Business Review,
pp. 131–37.

Caslione, John A., and Andrew R. Thomas. 2000. Growing
your business in emerging markets. New York: Praeger
Publishers.

This article provides seven guidelines to anticipate potential
problems with international distribution.

This book dedicates several chapters to distribution
development and provides a comprehensive guide with
eleven steps for selecting a distributor.

China Business Review, a website hosted by the US–China
Business Council, has a series of practical articles on
distribution in China:
N
 ine rules for logistics in China
D
 eveloping China sales and distribution capabilities
B
 uild a winning sales and distribution system

Griffin, John P. 1990. International sales and the middleman:
Managing your agents and distributors. Lake Charles, LA:
Global Management Enterprises.
This book provides a comprehensive set of guidelines on
how to build a distribution network. Although dated and
without particular focus on China, it still offers relevant
and provocative advice like “Treat distributors like murder
suspects and crosscheck data.”
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TOOLBOX

The Chinese context and
how it affects development of
a distribution strategy.

TABLE 1

Matrix tool for mapping the
division of distributions tasks.

Dealer

Wholesaler

Distribtutor

PAGE 24

PAGE 10-11

Company

Collection of tools and guidelines to support your own work with
scaling up distribution in China.

Marketing
Sales
Billing
Warehousing
Transportation
Installation
Service

To integrate or
not to integrate?
Consider integrating the distribution

products if the following statements

PAGE 27

PAGE 19-20
Criteria for selecting an ideal
distributor.

TABLE 2

Checkpoints to consider before
integrating the distribution
of high-end and mid-market
products.

The existing sales force
– has a deep understanding of
market,

of high-end and mid-market
are true:

the specific needs of the other

– has relationships with customers
in the other market
segment (or can quickly develop
them),
– can be trained to understand
the value proposition of the
other products,
– doesn’t think it’s less worthy
of respect to sell mid-market
products, and
– gets the same return on their
investment (that is, it doesn’t
take a too-big effort to sell more
products with a smaller
margin); remember, salespeople
always take the route of
least resistance.
Customers are in need of both high-end
and mid-market
products and prefer to have a
single point of contact with the
company.
The products for the two markets are
clearly differentiated in
price, specifications, features,
and so on to avoid cannibalization from customers who buy
cheaper mid-market products
instead of high-end products.

ns
Match company expectatio
s
with partner motivation

PAGE 22
How to double-check critical
facts about a potential
distributor.
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PAGE 28
TABLE 3

Reasons why a medium-sized
Danish company might be
attractive to a Chinese distributor.

to
s of a potential Chinese partner
Make sure the motivation
of the
match your expectations
become your distributor
n-based distribution of
partnership. Example, commissio
not give a
a non–market leader does
high-tech products from
distributor sufficient incentive.
company
a medium-sized Danish
Some of the reasons that
distributor include the following:
might be attractive to a Chinese
al companies are still
In most industries internation
Chinese companies, so a
considered superior to local
by
reputation may increase
Chinese distributor’s overall
company.
partnering with a Danish
have a
international companies
Generally, products from
products from local Chinese
than
level
cal
higher technologi
level will
distributor’s knowledge
companies, so a Chinese
a Danish company.
increase when trained by
value
company with different
P
 roducts from a Danish
for
to new market segments
propositions may open doors
le
previously were unreachab
the Chinese distributor that
by local Chinese products.
and
company is a good learning
A
 medium-sized Danish
can use
distributor
Chinese
smaller
growth platform that a
.
international companies
before approaching larger
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Root causes of inefficient sales
training and means to make it
more efficient.

DISTRIBUTOR
Cause for inefficient
sales training

PAGE 33

	
Salespeople are

inexperienced with the
industry, sales techniques,
and such.
	
Turnover rate of salespeople
is high.

	
Employ more experienced

Means for more efficient
sales training

salespeople—for example,
hire from your competition.

PAGE 36

	
Increase the loyalty of

salespeople by, for example,
introducing more levels of
career advancement.
	
Exploit more efficient sales
training techniques, such as
e-learning.

OFFERING
	
Offering is based on advanced

technology, has many
complex features, is
configured to specific
customer needs, and
so forth.

	
Reduce complexity of offering

by, for example, increasing the
affordance of the product.
	
Implement tools such as

configuration systems to
support the sales process.

MARKET
	
Market must be educated to

understand the unique value
of the offering compared to
the competition.

PAGE 46
Ways to respond to irregularities
in the behavior of a distributor.

	
Postpone entrance until

the market has sufficiently
matured—for example, let
the competition educate the
market.

To acquire market insight
from distribution:

Accept, exploit, or prevent the
behavior of a distributor
Choose one of following three actions
to respond to the behavior
of a distributor:
Accept harmless behavior by a distributor
but try to tap into
valuable market information to further
improve the business.
Exploit the creativity of a distributor and
try to benefit from the
opportunities only a Chinese distributor
can see.
Prevent harmful behavior and any illegal
conduct that may
devalue the brand.

PAGE 49

1.

Ways to acquire market insight
from distribution.

Identify potential points of contact with customers throughout
the distribution chain.
Assess the validity of the information acquired from
the contact points.
3.	Introduce elements into the distribution setup to
motivate partners to transfer
information back to the company.
2.

PAGE 41
Root causes of saturation of
distribution business and
actions to take.

PAGE 53
TABLE 4

PAGE 43-44
Ways to tap into the business
opportunities of a Chinese
distributor.
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Preventive measures to reduce
sunk cost at termination of
partnership.

Strategies to exit a distribution
partnership.

TABLE 6

gy
Enter only with an exit strate
n partnership, make sure it’s
When going into a distributio
the following:
Exit strategies can include

possible to get out again.

can be legally terminated.
requirements so the contract
T
 ighten performance
or less in secret, and then
n partner in parallel, more
S
 et up a second distributio
However, be
n partner swiftly when ready.
terminate the first distributio
are traded
maintained in China since secrets
aware that secrecy is not easily
in the web of guanxi.
termination, the “Chinese
to avoid any legal issues upon
S
 et up a new company
.
way” to work around exclusivity

PAGE 54
TABLE 5

Actions to take when terminating
a partnership in an unexpected
manner.

TABLE 7
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